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KILLER SEAGULLS 

REPORTED IN RAMSGATE

Seagulls Reported

Several of our reporters coming 

from dover and 2 in Margate 
that seagulls are becoming 
violent attacking small dogs 
and cats. One reporter 
explained that seagulls were 
ganging together, picking up a 

dog, and killing it mercilessly, 
to then consuming its pieces.           
Seagulls attacking other birds 
not normally doing so and do 
appear more muscular, with 
black stripes rather than their 
normal colourations perhaps 

genetically modified? Not 
100% sure yet if its true, but 
something that everyone 
should be concerned about is 
should we take our dogs for a 
walk or even small babies. The 

seagulls perhaps came from 
Asia and could have been apart 
of scientist experiments 
happening in Asia that have 
had a breakout. Report your 
local environment agencies  

and your local police. 
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When you're out and 

about be wary as we 

don’t want this to get 
worse. Do not be 

afraid to use physical 

violence if they start 

attacking or anyone 

else. 

We recommend to 

not feed these 

seagulls as they are a 

pest anyway, plus we 

don’t want them 
disturbing anyone 

else.

These seagulls are in fact 

not evolving they are 

developing as they are 

going back into their old 

ways of the dinosaurs, 

genetically modified to go 

back and kill without 

warning. The black 

stripes are quite 

distinctive, others are 

mainly white, but these 

have a clean stripe and 

are easy to spot.

The Number To Use When Reporting These Foul 

Creature Sighting is      01843789756



Aliens in the White 

House?

Aliens? You may ask, Aliens have visited 

earth throughout history in particular, in 

times of crisis, or to advance the 

developing of civilisation.

As we can observe the Egyptians were 

making/building pyramids with no 

technology or any methods to help them. 

Which Aliens are believed to help give 

methods to help them and its believed 

that because it will be such a disaster that 

if either trump or Biden becomes 

president, aliens will return to the world to 

run the USA. To avoid a world catastrophe.

Anyway, who would know any different if 

trump, Biden or an alien was running 

America.

Breaking News!! 

Celebrity Dog Napping

The celebs lost their dogs while on a 

playdate together as Jennifers dog is 

four called Clyde, she rescued him a 

few years ago, while Simons dogs are 

Yorkshire terriers they are six years old 

they are called Squiddly Didley and 

Freddie. Will Smiths dog is called Baby 

and is eighteen and got her when 

filming ‘I Am Legend’ and she is filmed 
in it too. Ryan Reynolds dog is two and 

he resued him and his name is Buster.

 

A Van was pulled up and six masked 

people came out and shouted “FREE 
THE DOGS” as they picked up one dog 
each and took them into the van, the 

owners tried to get them but fought 

them off with the dogs barking.

They had black masked on and each 

had a piece of steak in their hand to 

entice the dog to come with them, 

they clearly planned beforehand and 

came prepared, the van consisted of 

yellow with a picture of scooby doo on 

the outside so very recognisable, If 

anyone sees the van must contact the 

nearest police station with the 

information.

An hour after 

each celeb got 

random notes 

with the letters 

cut out of the 

newspaper saying 

if you wanted to 

see them again 

we want 1 million 

dollars placed in 

the bin by the 

park at 5 o’clock 
or we will give 

them away never 

to be seen again 

The police advise 

the celebs to not 

pay up as the 

whereabouts of 

the dogs are 

unknown. 



Breaking News

Gen-Zennial

Tomorrow being the general 

election, our aim to put to you, the 

gen Z generation, at the forefront 

of the political movement in the 

uk. The politicies are all geared 

towards alloing more control for 

you, the future of our country. We 

promised to improve the economy, 

health and welfare for all

Education Happening

•Scrapping compulsory education for post – 16

•New law to alter school timings

•Scrapping exams system as it currently stands

•Introduction of new subjects

•Abolishing compulsory uniform

•Scrapping university tuition fees

•New improved school fool for all

•Use tax to fund new ‘green ‘homes
•Cut all diesel cars

•Single use plastic scrappage scheme (bring a Stanley cup instead

•Heavy fines for polluting our seas

•Subsided e ’scooter for school runs



Crisis In The Suez
The Suez Canal links the red sea to the 

mediterranean.

In 1859, the French built the canal to pass 

through, which allowed a trade route through 

in which 9.2 million barrels of oil pass through 

daily and gives Egypt 9.4 billion USD annually. 

In the 1950s the Egyptian government tool 

back ownership of the Suez Canal company, 

at the time owned by a private company, the 

French, British, and Israeli governments sent 

troops to try and prevent this, but they had to 

withdraw. This was known as the First Suez 

Crisis. Since 2014, there was a civil war going 

in Yemen between the two main factions of 

Islam. Houthi rebels, supported by Iran, have 

tried to take control of the country. Saudi 

Arabia and UAE, with US involvement have 

tried to stop their advance on the capital and 

major cities. 400,000 deaths to date. 

Ceasefire talks were had. On October 7th, 

Hamas terrorists launched an attack on Israeli 

settlers. The Houthi forces then announced 

that they were siding with Hamas firing 

missiles into Israeli territory and hijacking US 

ships passing through the Suez Canal. As this 

continues, Egypt is losing 3-4 billion US dollars 

annually, this is a massive problem to the 

economy, it was already impacted by Covid, 

Ukraine/Russia war and the consequences of 

the conflict in Gaza.

 Since the Houthi rebels hijack ships in the 

canal, ships are forced to go around the canal, 

almost doubling the distance, massively 

increasing the fuel cost and greenhouse 

emissions. The crisis can affect companies, 

people will lose jobs and companies can go 

bankrupt.

Teacher is feared lost on 

mount Everest

Mr Brown, a business and 

economics teacher reported 

saying he was a part of a 

team led by an organisation 

‘summit climb’, it was during 
the teams bid for the summit 

in early hours of Wednesday 

22nd May reaching South Col.

Mr Brown may have been 

caught in a human traffic 

jam, and it was a century 

from the infamous death of 

Mallory and Irvin. 

Helicopters cannot fly at the 

mountain’s altitude, so the 
Summit climb stated 

‘Unfortunately, despite the 
weather forecast having 

been favourable, the group 

was hit by a storm just below 

the famous Hillary step at 

around 9/790m. during this 

time Mr Brown became 

separated from the group. 

We still have a team of 

experienced mountain 

guides on the mountain but 

to date we have no sign of 

him.’



Meet the 

scientist who 

believes 

plants are 

conscious.

Meet a Scientist who believes 

plants are conscious A 

physicist was testing things 

at his house and the results 

shocked him being a 

seismograph, he decided to 

investigate with a detector 

and as he got closer to his 

neighbours garden and 

appeared an interference to 

his detector, caused by his 

neighbour pruning his roses. 

Paco Calvo

A University of Murcia in Spain, that 

research plant intelligence, the 

Mimosa plant appears to “learn 
from experience” when it stops 
folding up, he believes that plants 

have different kind of intelligence 

through their vascular system, 

which have a network of cells. 

Paco aims to understand what unites all organisms in life through 

understanding intelligence that does not require brain. Paco did a 

test with using anaesthesia on mimosa, his argument being that 

plants have some kind of conscience or awareness that can be 

affected by anaesthesia, causing the mimosa to look like it was put 

to sleep. He found that if you attach electrodes at the same time, 

you will see the waves of electrical activity. Tomatoes have a 

reaction to caterpillars feeding on it, releasing methyl jasmonate 

that make the plant unappetizing, therefore there is some sort of 

consciousness or awareness.



The local environmental 

agency, have found issues in 

our environment with Kent 

hosts hundreds of wild 

beavers found in canterbury 

and even as far as Ashford, 

they keep water clean and 

stop flooding. The first baby 

bison was born in the winter 

and people hadn’t seen a 
Bison in 1000 years, they 

naturally control forests 
otherwise humans have to 

cut down trees.

Local Environment Issues

ROYAL NEWS!
Trouble has been in the 

house of Windsor-

succession, Prince Michael 

of Kent a member of the 

British royal family who is the 

52nd in line of being on the 

throne. He is the younger son 

of prince George, the duke of 

Kent and the princess 

‘Marina’ of Greece and 
Denmark. He is the first 

cousin once removed of 

Charles III. Mixed up with 

another Michael at the same 

time and at the same 

hospital. 

This what our community do to combat climate change

Over the weeks, a big, solar farm company 

has had the idea of making 201 giant 

container batteries. This would be helpful to 

us for us because when it is windy, we rely 

wind turbines to supply us with electricity 

since they captures the wind's power and 

converts it into electricity. But when it's not 

windy, that's when the containers come into 

hand by storing all of the energy collected 

from past days and using it for when we 

need it.
These companies are now extending this idea by adding 

another massive solar farm site right by Margate. This will 

supply 10,000 homes. But this leads to a big increase of 

angry people who are concerned about the environment. 

So, the company has told them that, so they don't worry, 

they'll be planting flowers, trees, grass ext.



No More School After 11?

Ending school at 11 years old would result in social and 

economic problems. A lot of people would be underqualified 

for jobs, as they do not receive proper education, resulting in 

a worse overall economy of the country. Job market would be 

smaller due to an increased amount of job applicants. 

Children would become bored, which could lead to increased 

crime rate, drug abuse and antisocial behaviour. Police would 

be more required in areas to regulate crime. So overall, it is a 

much better idea to change the school curriculum to 

encourage children to stay in school, children should be 

taught things about adult life, such as taxes and future 

responsibilities, while also giving them a choice to study the 

things that interest them.

School 

Debates?



New Chemical Discovered!?!

BREAKING NEWS!

Today is an important day for science. 

Novium, a new chemical element has 

been discovered by Dr Amelia Carter in an 

accident while attempting to visualise the 

big bang at the particle accelerator, she 

reported her progress in her notebook. On 

the 2nd of January 2024, Carter started 

her research, and after 2 weeks of testing 

they were not close to their goal, so on the 

18th of February, Carter and her team 

increased the power of the accelerator, 

resulting in a disastrous power surge, Dr 

Wilde and professor Kear, researchers in 

Carter’s team were both injured and 
immediately hospitalised. Fortunately, 

both survived and only received minor 

injuries. The team, checking on the 

accelerator next day, found that the power 

surge created a new element. Weeks of

testing passed by, on the 16th 

of March, the team found that 

the element’s atomic and 
mass numbers are 125 and 

325 respectively. 3rd of May, 

the team found the elements 

properties: it is a superheavy 

element, amazing conductor 

of electricity, very powerful 

magnetic properties and it 

only reacts in specific 

conditions, which makes it 

ideal for space engineering. 

On 28th of May, IUPAC 

confirmed the discovery, and 

today, on the 3rd of July, the 

element is released to the 

public.

A wild-life sighting has been broadcasted 

having a wild elephant walking Infront of the 

sports hall, be wary they aren’t all passive 
creatures. Contact the police station if 

there is any harm done or has happened to 

the elephant or people. If you are near this 

elephant do not approach, it maybe hostile.





College Announces Plan to 

go Blue

UK sewage spills 

these often have untreated sewage, 

after heaving rainfall. This then 

proceeds to overflow and go into seas 

and rivers. This makes you have to wait 

for the water to get clean again.

This is becoming an increasing problem. 

Some of the reasons behind this: the 

system is from the Victorian system 

which was quite a long time ago. Not 

only are there now more people using 

the same sewage system, you quickly 

realise that we are now using A LOT 

more water than before. Since now we 

have a lot more showers and baths, but 

then people didn’t use them as much. 

As the population has grown, so has the 

urbanisation, such as: buildings, roads 

and gardens. But ages ago, these areas 

were mainly just fields and woods. 

Unfortunately, the sewage company’s 
are getting the blame for these sewage 

spills, even though they have not been 

provided with the funding to prevent this 

from happening. 

St Lawrence’s response is a ‘self 
sufficient water system’. We are using a 
filtration system - input - to water 

various places of the school. Although, 

right now we already have one of these. 

We are doing this so we are not 

dependant on the main water supply.





Is High School Mathematics relevant in today’s 
technological society?

People ask; 

Why do we need numbers

Numbers are everywhere 

Amazon - no war comfortable for living

Why do you need money - trading

Why do we need to go to the moon - maths 

needed for the moon

Why do we exercise - gym

Maths - exercise brain - gym for the brain

Need basics to understand complex things

Things that people don’t understand is how, 
Data is everywhere, and statistics underpin 

every job, maths is needed in building designs

Pyramids to Burj Kalifa - improved technology

Takes hard work to start from the beginning 

Engineering consists of some form of maths; 

we won’t use school maths in future but 
makes us understand advanced maths 

Things are changing rapidly 

Advanced technology

Advanced instruments 

MRI scans improved

Fashion - patterns - maths

AI - maths

AI - further advances technology

No maths - buildings fall down

Engineering faults/malfunction 

Walkie talkie building - certain time of 

the year burns cars due to light 

Maths not needed leave it to Ai 

Maths not needed at school

Maths is everywhere



The Jollof Wars 

Nigeria vs Ghana

The Jollof Wars include the piquant 

rice dish called Jollof, that is a 

medley of rice, tomatoes, and 

spices. Jollof’s origins can be traced 
to Senegal’s ancient Wolof empire 
and medieval state in the 1300s. As 

the Wolof empire grew and 

dispersed along the west African 

coast and so did the recipe, which 

was named after one of the biggest 

Wolof states. The rivalry between 

Nigerian and Ghanian styles of jollof 

is a debate among west Africa and 

beyond. The main difference 

between the two is the type of rice 

used in the cooking. Nigerian jollof 

uses long-grain rice, which is 

sturdier and provides more flavour 

absorption, while Ghanaians use 

basmati, a more aromatic rice type, 

which adds extra flavour, therefore, 

Ghana jollof wins the debate.

Brown Beats Tatum for 

NBA Finals MVP

Brown vs Tatum MVP debate:

Brown is a more defensive 

player, has on average more 

blocks than Tatum, while 

Tatum has more minutes, 

rebounds (7.8), assists (7.2) 

and points (22.2) per game, 

leading the team. Brown was 

not too far behind, averaging 

20.8 points, 5.4 rebounds and 

five assists per game, and shot 

better from the field than 

Tatum (44% to 38.8%) and 

often guarded Luka Doncic 

and Kyrie Irving. Even though 

Tatum outperformed Brown in 

almost every category, Brown 

won the Finals MVP with the 

score 7-4 among the 11 media 

members who voted on the 

award.
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